A. WORKPLACE

1 Honda Motor Co.,Ltd.

Honda Sun Co., Ltd.

Honda Sun is an "exceptional subsidiary" established by Souichiro Honda, the
founder of Honda Motors, with the aim of achieving "independence and self-growth
of people with disabilities." Honda, together with Honda Sun, is committed to
accomplishing the said objective.

2 Starbucks Coffee Japan ,ltd.

Employment of people with disabilities by Starbucks Coffee Japan, Ltd. Has
occurred through the "Challenge Partner Program." Along with our HR system, we
bring to light our partners who have performed outstandingly at our stores.

3 ROYAL

We at the Royal Group present an approach to improve the careers of people with
mental disabilities through "implementation of parallel training and its effects."
This is one step further from the job currently undertaken.

4 Daito Corporate Service Co.,Ltd.

5 THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO

We received the highest award (by the Minister of Health, Labor and Welfare
Award) as 2007's best example of improvement of a workplace with disabled
employees. We present details of our case example, and also introduce our company
and our parent company.
Based on the school charter, the University Of Tokyo is promoting environmental
programs to support mental and physical health, achieve barrier-free environments,
and promote variety among members for the purpose of achieving fully equipped
education and research environments. We take this opportunity to showcase our
efforts in employing disabled workers through panels, DVDs, and pamphlets.

6 FANCL SMILE CO.Ltｄ.

Our management principles are against protecting disabled people as a socially
vulnerable group. Instead, we strive to make disabled people lead independent lives
as complete members of society. All our jobs are carried out by disabled workers.

7 Oki WorkWel Co., Ltd.

As a form of employment to help people with disabilities participate in society, the
work-at-home program has attracted attention. We have tried to introduce a
multipoint-voice-communication system that enables smooth communication,
hitherto a problem for people working at home.

8 CANVASs Co.,Ltd.

"SSTG1" system, a closed-caption production software by Canvas Co., Ltd. is the
answer to caption production for people working from home.

9 Unweave Inc.

With the Unweave system, people working at home can maintain their own
homepages. Further, we support their independence by assigning production of
such homepages to people with mental disabilities.

10 RICOH HUMAN CREATES Co.,Ltd.

We introduce "accessible study" (e-learning that can be availed of by those who are
blind or deaf or communication training of the deaf and other disabled people) and
"Ricoh's scanner integrated machine" that is vertically installable and user friendly.

11

IKIIKI NETWORK
NTT WEST GROUP

In cooperation with NTT Neomate Co. Ltd. (a digital map telework system) and
NPO organization's "Living Active Network" (an organization of home offices), we
provide support to people with disabilities who work at home.

12 NTT CLARUTY CORPORATION

We demonstrate an office at home that is supported by technology and that of "For
wed sites that are friendly to persons with disabilities." We manage "an Abilympics
corner" at YOUYOUYOU http://www.u-x3.jp/.

13 STAFF SERVICE BUSINESS SUPPORT

We consider and frame mechanisms that are focused on employees' health
management for securing an anxiety-free employment.

14 Peer Support Corporation

Our management principle revolves around this motto: There are things that only
we can do; we are the experts on users. Our basic principle is our DNA (Diversity,
Normalization, Accessibility)

15 NPO SHIZUOKA UNIVERSAL ENGEI NETWORK

"Corporations, welfare, and agriculture" are the keywords underlying the "hiring of
disabled workers in the field of agriculture," as proposed by Universal Engei. Please
visit us to have a look at our approach that aims at exploiting a new mechanism.

16 Office Massage "Tegatari"

We adopt new mental health measures by providing nationally licensed disabled
massage practitioners, such as those with visual and hearing disabilities, who visit
companies with assistants to provide massages in offices.

17 AISIN SEIKI Co.Ltd.

We present the company profile of Aishin Seiki with the history and current
situation of employment pertaining to people with disabilities in the company.

18 DENSO CORPORATION

We provide information on various forms of employment to people with disabilities
by introducing case examples of employment, wherein persons with disabilities
have performed well, and those of employment support and career development.

This association comprises corporate judicial personnel licensed by the former
Ministry of Labor. Based on the know-how acquired by 300 nationwide member
19 Japan Association of Employers of Persons with Sever Disabilities offices over many years, we conduct operations such as R&D, counseling and
support, seminars, and awareness programs to promote and stabilize the
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20 Charity Bazaar

presented by JESD

21 MARUKATU TAKEICHI. LTD.

items are provided by member corporations of the National Association of Business
Offices Employing Persons with Severe Disabilities. The sales proceeds are used for
businesses aimed at promoting and stabilizing the employment of people with
disabilities
We have been hiring disabled people and selling products manufactured by
physically and mentally disabled workers for over 30 years. Among the mentally
disabled people, those willing to engage in advanced work are trained as operators
to work as a full-fledged workers.

22 IWORD CO., LTD.

Display of works such as seven-colored high-precision "Super Fine Color", 4 color
high color range "White Color" and 4 color broad color rendering as well as sales of
our company's original calendars that is deep and transparent, being made by
micrographic printing technique.

23 ENGARU HANDCRAETS LTD.

Our best jigsaw operator, one of our employees who is uneducated and mentally
disabled, will cut out characters for a name plate.

24 TOKUSHUIRYO. CO.

An Abonet is a durable hat with a soft texture. The USP of an abonet is that
although it is a regular hat, it is highly functional because it can soften impacts.

25

SOCIAL WELFARE FOUNDATION CANAAN GARDEN
WELFARE FACTORY CANAAN PASTURE

26 SMBC GREEN SERVICE LTD.

27 Business Challenged Co.,Ltd

28 ITOCHU UNEEDUS CO., LTD.

A bakery with a dream and a story—Canaan's Bread—connects you with Canaan's
Garden. We deliver products that have been made using infiltration water from the
Nishi-dake Mountain.
We exhibit our company's operations via photo panels. Further, we provide an
introduction by images on PCs and PowerPoint presentations and exhibit foreign
coins (as a part of introduction of UNISEF's assorted activity pertaining to donation
of coins).
These are our salient features: (1) special subsidiary of the five core companies of
Mizuho Group (２) management principles based on gratitude, consideration, and
mutual understanding (３) operation policy that revolves around respecting
employees' autonomy and independence (４) display of operational targets and
images for future business development of each team
An important subsidiary of Itochu Corporation that aims to pave the way for people
with and without disabilities to share the joys of working enthusiastically and for
people with disabilities to become independent through labor and contribute to
society.

29 OTANI CO., LTD.

As Japan's number one seal retailer, we have 120 stores nationwide from Hokkaido
to Kyushu. In the seal industry, a number of people with disabilities have been
working for long, and employees of our company are not an exception in this
regard. We have been particularly focused on hiring people with disabilities.

30 KIMONO BRAIN CO., LTD.

We specialize in the maintenance of traditional Japanese kimonos. A kimono is
exclusively made of silk and is very expensive. We remove stubborn stains and
restore the fabric by adding color.

SHIROISHI CLEANING CO-OP.
AKITA KIJUN SING
31 DOJINSHA
NIIGATA KIJUN SHING
NAGASAKI KIJUN SING

Here, people with disabilities can work effortlessly because our facilities boast of
automatic towel folding capability. Further, towels come out in good order just by
throwing them in.

32 MIYAGEN CO.,LTD.

Our company aims to spread worldwide happiness by contributing to the
development and welfare of the local community. On the other hand, we continually
endeavor to develop new products and manufacture user-friendly recycled products.

33 Fuji kagaku Ltd.

With just one look at our panels and DVDs on display, you will find that the work of
our disabled employees does not evince that they have any mental disability.

34 DENSO TAIYO CO., LTD.

There are no barriers imposed on the activities in our factories, and medical and
ergonomic considerations are made according to the type of disability, for example,
work desks that can be adjusted to suit the height of wheelchairs. Further, we
provide adequate scope for sports and other leisure activities.

35 Chuden WING Co., Ltd.

We are Chuden Wing, an important subsidiary of Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.
Printing, trading, and horticulture are our main businesses. Today, our
Horticulture Division will present a hands-on demonstration of how to make
pressed flower bookmarks and sell pressed flower products.

36

Saitamaｆukkou Co., Ltd.
Heart Land CO, Ltd.

37 Kanden L-Heart Co., Inc

38 Daikin Sunrise Settsu, Ltd.

39 NISSAY NEW CREATION CO. LTD.

Here, anxiety-free and safe vegetables are grown without using pesticides. They can
be grown throughout the year in greenhouses, thus ensuring stable employment for
people with disabilities in the field of agriculture.
We are an important third-sector subsidiary jointly established by Osaka
Prefecture, Osaka City and Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. Among all employees,
we have 100 employees with disabilities (vision 12, hearing 8, physical 23, internal
47, mental 5), and 8 assistants who have been designated as supporting staff to help
their
to workplaces
(job coaches)
At
ouradaptation
firm, of a total
of 60 employees,
only 5 are not disabled. We execute the
entire process on our own and by mutual cooperation in order to provide
independence to people with disabilities. We achieve this by improving their
productivity through reform and advanced skills. Expecting the number of disabled
workers to reach 100 an expansion of our factory is planned
Here, those on wheelchairs serve as ears to the deaf. Those who are deaf serve as
limbs for those on wheelchairs. We request you to have a look at our efforts
reflected through items such as an original sign language handbook and a book of
case examples on improvement of business operations that overcome disabilities.

40 YANOSHIKI Co., Ltd.

Furniture and objects using cupboards produce a space that bring forth exciting
communication.

41 katano Matsushita Co., Ltd.

In our "human factory," people with disabilities play the main role, and we are
proud of it. We aim to evolve into a company that is considerate to people with
difficulties.

42 NARIS COSMETIC FRONTIER Co. Ltd.

We are an important subsidiary of Naris Cosmetic Co. Ltd. that started operations
in 2006 with an aim to employ people with disabilities. On this occasion, we display
a new skincare cosmetic "Hear Parm" launched on September 10.

43 HANSHIN YUAI FOODS Co, Ltd.

44 YKK ROKKO CORPORATION

We are a corporation limited by a third-sector system that combines a business
office employing a large number of people with serious disabilities and a
development center for persons with intellectual disabilities. We are an important
subsidiary of Consumer Cooperate Co-op, Kobe that started its operations in April
1987
We are an important subsidiary of the YKK Group that has been striving to
introduce work-at-home and teleworking programs by utilizing IT and social
networking web sites (Social Networking Services or SNS) for people with
disabilities.

45 KATO CO., LTD

Shigaraki ware values the natural taste of earth, a raw material, and is a gadget to
produce a life space with a free sensitivity.

46 Shiga Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd.

Our exhibits include massage chairs and horse-riding fitness equipments on which
electrical circuits manufactured by us are mounted. Please sit on them to
experience them.

47 KIBI MATSUSHITA Co., Ltd.

In 1980, ours was the first company to be established by the third-sector system in
Japan. People with and without disabilities work together and cooperate with each
other to manufacture goods in a comfortable environment.

48 Tomony Company

Bizenyaki is the oldest form of ceramic in Japan. It is loved by people, who have
maintained a tradition of over 1000 years around the Bizen area in Okayama
Prefecture. It embodies an elegant rusticity that resembles the purity of earth and
the stately air of a samurai warrior of ancient times. It is also symbolic with its
various natural colors

49 Agricultural production legal person Okayamakennosho

A Negi-yaki (green Japanese-style onion pancake ) is made with green onions grown
by farmers, including those with disabilities in Okayama where there is sunshine
throughout the year. Please come and try this delicious serving!

50 NINOMIYA FOOD CO., LTD.

We present important work vignettes of employees with mental disabilities in
feeding facilities and during the operation of each process.

51 Association of the Village for Health and Welfare in Kibi Plateau

Display and sales of works with a razor processing machine as well as display by
panels (business card printing, advertising sigh printing, and cleaning business
indoors and outdoors.

52 King Food Company

We show how people with mental disabilities carry out each process in a salami
manufacturing factory.

53 DAIKOKU INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

We aggressively promote environment-friendly products because our priority in
manufacturing is to provide products with a higher degree of environmental
friendliness. We also try to contribute to a society to the fullest extent, for example,
by promoting employment of people with disabilities.

54 Kasei Frontier Services Inc.

We exhibit original name cards of local design with photographs (100 yen for 10
cards). Such cards serve as good souvenirs.

55 Nikoshokuchou・Tozaishokuhin

Ours is a combined booth of two chicken-processing companies employing people
with mental disabilities. Tasting and discount sale of products that we produce and
sell can be availed of. Please come and relish our delicious chicken!

56 HOPE PRINTING CO.

Our coffee is extracted from home-roasted fresh coffee beans. We promise you a
comfortable and enjoyable time.

B.

SUPPORT

1 JHC Itabashi

We introduce via panels and videos efforts that JHC Itabashi has made to support
people with disabilities. We also sell confectionary and fabric products. Please do
pay our booth a visit.

We at Gendai-GP work relentlessly to create a convivial society from the
perspective of employment of people with disabilities. At our booth, you can
2 Meijigakuin University, Department of Socilogy, Gendai-GP Project
participate in quizzes on employment of people with disabilities in Japan as well as
in various interactive events with students.
SES Division is a facility aiming to promote employment through mastery of skills.
It focuses on IT skills for the integration of people with three different types of
3 Mediabase Ltd.
disabilities into the workforce. This is the first attempt by a private company at
providing an employment transition support business—a welfare service stipulated
by the Law for Supporting Independence of Persons with Disabilities.
We have contributed to highlighting work-at-home as an employment style for
people with disabilities who face difficulties in commuting. Support measures are
stipulated by the amendment to the Law for Supporting Independence of Persons
4 Tokyo Colony
with Disabilities. They are a testament to the increased number of supporting
organizations. Please visit us for further information.
5 The Akariya Vocational Aid Center

We produce next-generation content for gadgets and media such as computers,
mobile phones, and on-demand printing. Our contents are multifarious such as
electric books and three-dimensional CG.

6 INTERNATIONAL NAIL ASSOCIATION

In our booth, we invite you to witness the skills of people with disabilities who have
become professional nailists. We will also help you understand their skills.

7 National Association of Special Support School Principals

We showcase the careers of graduates from special needs schools by highlighting
their outstanding performances. We also demonstrate various vocational training
approaches in such schools.

8 Education and Future Career at Deaf Schools in Shizuoka Pref.

We introduce school education for children with hearing disabilities and also
provide career guidance for their social independence. We also showcase
outstanding performances of graduates who are mentally and physically strong and
have good communication skills.

9 Shizuoka Prefectural Numazu, Shizuoka, Hamamatsu School for the Blind

We introduce three blind schools in Shizuoka Prefecture via videos and panels and
show how anma, acupuncture, and massage classes are conducted for high school
students therein. We also provide data on careers of graduates as well as
information related to people with visual disabilities.

10

Here, there will be production, demonstration, and display of costumes and masks
used for "Iwami Kagura," a traditional art that has descended from Shimane where
Gods have been said to assemble in ancient times. Please have a close look at the
most gorgeous costumes and masks that lend color to a valiant dance.

Social Welfare Corporation IWAMI-FUKUSHIKAI, KAGURA-Shop KUWANOKI

11 Japanese Federation of the Deaf

We present both national and international activities of our federation—an
organization for the deaf with approximately 20,000 members nationwide. We also
sell books and other products on sign language.

12 Japan Federation of the Blind

Handicrafts made by women with visual disabilities nationwide who employ their
hobbies to good use despite their disabilities.

13 Kibi NC Training Center Corp. Supported by Sodik Co., Ltd.

Provide demonstration of a machine tool (an electric discharge machine) and
introduce of programming by CAD/CAM, which are part of the training provided in
KIBI NC Ability Development Center—a training facility for persons with physical
disabilities

C

TECHNOLOGY

1 SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION

Electric wheelchairs made by Suzuki ensure safety, comfort, and operability and
provide more freedom in everyday life. As the first electric wheelchair manufacturer
in Japan, we aim to be your best partner.

2 ACCESS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

We provide hands-on exhibits of wheelchairs, seating devices, and computer
peripherals that are essential for people in wheelchairs with varying degrees of
physical disabilities. These products make their work comfortable, functional, and
sustainable.

3 TETSUYA KOGYO CO., LTD.

We exhibit and demonstrate a new swing door system meant for use by everyone. It
is barrier-free and has one switch. Please visit us to experience this!

4 Hitachi, Ltd.

5 TIEMAN GROUP, TIEMAN TOKYO OFFICE

We introduce a case example that shows how to make a workplace lively for people
with hearing disabilities, by using the "sign language guidance service" as well as
accessibility equipment called "Den-no Kokoro" (heart of communication) among
other things. Our employees who are blind will provide explanations through sign
language
We exhibit a variety of magnifying reading apparatuses in different sizes and forms
such as desk-sized items, portable items, and items for professional use that can be
used by people with reduced vision for reading, writing, and working with PCs at
home, school, workplace, etc. We also deliver them directly.

6 Amedia Corporation

"Yomube," a voice/magnifying reading apparatus, is a machine that can read out
printed documents, reproduce Daisi Books, and so on. The functions of magnifying
reading apparatuses have improved with the introduction of an electronic
magnifying glass that is connected to a screen.

7 JYONAN ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL Co.,Ltd.

Visit us to experience our employment support devices such as "large-size
keyboards," "mouse controllers," and "Bon-bon Land" series that support various
activities from "play/fun" to "learning."

8 FUJITSU LIMITED

Based on human-centered design policies, Fujitsu develops universal design
products and services to transform your dreams into shapes. We showcase one
example of such a transformation.

9 IBM Japan

We introduce a caption-editing system designed for persons with widely different
skill levels to allow them to engage in editing in an effective and flexible way by
utilizing voice recognition for adding captions.

10 GLD Publishing Co.,Lｔｄ.

GLD Publishing exhibits and introduces "i-touch talk," a voice-recognition
apparatus. An easy-to-operate "i-touch talk" will support you by making your life
more comfortable.

11 KOSAIDO SPEECHIO CO., LTD.

"Paper speaks!" is a printed document reading apparatus for people with visual
disabilities, while "Speachio" reads out the new two-dimensional "SP code."

12 Japan Welfare Service

It is now considered social etiquette to attach "voice code" that enables
communication through printed material even for people with visual disabilities.
Please attach voice code to printed material.

13 Welfare Atelier Aichi

We introduce and exhibit self-supporting apparatuses that are fully made-to-order
and manufactured from the perspective of users by taking advantage of the maker's
own disabilities. Realization of hopes and dreams is possible with a little ingenuity
by making use of things around us in our daily lives.

14 KOBAYASHI Lab., Tokyo University of Science

We present a technology to support human movement. A Muscle Suit supports
movement of the upper lib and the waist. With an Active Walker, people who are
unable to stand at all can walk in the right posture.
Today, offices require an environment where a variety of people can feel at ease

15

Welfare Association for Persons with Disabilities of Shizuoka Pref.
while working. We exhibit desks and chairs focused on user-friendliness. Please
UCHIDA YOKO CO.,LTD.

visit us and savor the experience.

Microsoft Co., Ltd.
NPO UP Project for the Disabled
16
NPO JCI Teleworkers' Network
NPO b-tswc

We introduce an accessibility function of Windows that enables convenient use of
PCs by people with disabilities. We also introduce support activities using IT for
people with disabilities in Oita, Tokushima, and Miyagi through NPOs.

D. UNIVERSAL DESIGN

1 Canon Inc.

We present an easy-to-understand exhibit and explanation of Canon's UD glass and
product development.

2 TOSHIBA CORPORATION

We introduce our efforts at creating universal designs such as electric-touch opendoor refrigerators and air conditioners with automatic cleaning functions. We also
showcase how our group has been aggressively promoting the employment of people
with disabilities.

3 TOYOTA MOTER CORPORATION

4 KYOYOHIN NET

5 Universal Design Japan Inc.

6

Japan Association for the Visually-Impared Information Support（ＪＡＶＩＳ）

7

Free Mobility Assistance Project
Shizuoka City Government Traffic & Policy division

TOYOTA presents a new personal mobility vehicle and a welfares vehicle designed
on the theme of an advanced relationship between human and automobiles
standing by the principle that providing comfortable and free mobility for everyone.
We aim to help people with disabilities participate in society and make their work
environments easier to function in by the spread of Kyoyohin (accessible and
universal design). Thus, we also support the increased employment of people with
disabilities. In this regard, Kyoyohin Net has been promoting a wide variety of
citizens' activities
With the basic objective of promoting a society where everyone can participate in a
lively manner, designated personnel in our company introduce specific
correspondence courses, publishing operations, company training, and activities of
our consultants for the promotion of employment of people with disabilities.
We demonstrate specific case examples from the national government, autonomous
bodies, corporations, etc. to introduce a campaign to spread the use of voice code.
This has been a business supported by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.
We also show new tools to provide information to people with visual disabilities,
such as voice code and printed document reading apparatus
An autonomous transfer support project provides a system to support transfer
pathway guidance with a concept of "anytime, anywhere, anybody" to everyone.
This is the first project of its kind in the world.

8 KOKUYO Co.,Ltd

Kokuyo provides over 800 universal design products. We develop stationary
products that can be used by as many people as possible.

9 NIHON KOHDEN

Nihon Kohden is the top manufacturer of medical electronic apparatuses with AEDs
(automatic external defibrillators). In our booth, AEDs are exhibited, and you can
witness a cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Please feel free to drop in.

E. MEASURES

1

Japan Organization for Employment of the Elderly and Persons with Disabilities

We are the only corporation offering nationwide services to promote and stabilize
employment of people with disabilities. Here, we introduce our services and explain
the know-how of support.

2 Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Visit us to be witness to easy-to-understand exhibits of current governmental
measures that are provided with specific case examples, images, etc.

3 Shizuoka Labor Bureau ・ Public Employment Security Office

We showcase a wide variety of efforts pertaining to employment support systems for
people with disabilities through panels and DVD images. Case examples of
employment of such people, vocational training for employment of persons with
disabilities, etc. are also presented.

4

We demonstrate preparatory training for employment and show how operations are
conducted at employment support centers through photographs and posters.

Shizuoka Prefectural Association for Employment of Persons with Disabilities

5 Shizuoka Assistance Dog Support Center

Assistance dogs are visible in the urban scene. We participate in a society where
assistance dogs are used for people with disabilities. Assistance dogs play an
important role in employment and social activities. Please consult us for everything
about assistance dogs!

6 International Labour Organization

We hand out materials and show ILO guide videos to promote the role of ILO in
vocational training and employment of people with disabilities.

